20-min saliva-based PCR, on-site
15-min high-accuracy antigen, on-site

We Help Hotel Meetings, Offsites and
Events Get Back to Business
Introducing AllClear Healthcare. Our mission is to
revolutionize the speed, accuracy and affordability of
group COVID testing, to help get business back-tobusiness.
We do this by providing organizers of hotel meetings,
offsites and events with access to our digitally equipped
fleet of mobile testing vans and medical technicians.
You get game-changing on-site group PCR testing, with
test run times of less than 20 minutes.
This enables events to test everyone on-site and receive
results before the event is scheduled to begin. Your
corporate clients are now able to get back-to-business
and rejuvinate their corporate culture within a COVIDsecure environment.

Our Service Offering

Our Event Expertise

We’ve designed our customer experience around the
needs of event organizers, who demand lab-equivalent
accuracy and optimal process efficiencies.
Our testing options include, but are not limited to:
-

Saliva-based PCR tests, with a test run time of less
than 20 minutes. The CDC’s gold standard testing,
with results in minutes!

-

Point-of-care antigen tests, with a test run time of
15 minutes. Game-changing microfluidics
technology that differentiates this test from other
rapid antigen tests.

All of our testing is supported by our digital platform and
testing technicians to facilitate seamless customer
registration, testing processes, online result notification
and summarized reporting for event managers. We believe
accuracy and speed shouldn’t need to be a tradeoff.

Corporate
Meetings

Conferences

Private
Events
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Events

Concerts &
Festivals

Weddings

Our Event Testing Process Flow
Schedule a call with a dedicated account manager to share your testing needs. We will work with you to
customize the right solution for your event and manage the rest!

Attendee’s visit our
mobile units or
dedicated site to provide
a painless saliva sample

We collect
information in
advance of your
corporate event
Beep, beep. We
arrive at your
event location

Minutes later, guests
receive their results, and
if negative, an ‘All Clear’
pass to attend the event

Event goers can now get
back to business
confident in their state of
health having received
accurate test results.

